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Is your range ready to meet today’s growing demand?
Whether you’re building a new commercial shooting range or
upgrading current facilities, rely on InVeris for the end‑to‑end
expertise and innovations that lead to loyal customers.

Get ready for an expanding market of consumer and law enforcement
users. Our 95 years of shooting range experience will ensure that your
range draws and engages customers, keeping them connected and safe.

InVeris covers the entire process of shooting range design,
equipment, installation and service:
Total turnkey solutions: The one-stop approach
for today’s state-of-the-art shooting range

The XWT: Bring your customers the world’s first
and best wireless, 360° turning target carrier

Your new or upgraded range requires
innovative thinking

The GranTrap™ rubber bullet trap: Protect
customers and your range by containing
the entire bullet intact

Establish environmental soundness from the start

Depend on InVeris to support your range with
24/7 global customer service

Commercial Shooting Ranges

Total turnkey solutions: The one-stop approach
for today’s state-of-the-art shooting range.
Fielding more than 15,500 shooting
ranges worldwide, our best practices
address all of your range goals:
designing efficient, cost‑effective
and safe facilities; respecting the
customer and the community; and
providing the best shooting range
equipment for commercial range
owners and their customers.

CLICK EACH IMAGE
TO LEARN MORE
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Why your new or upgraded range requires
innovative thinking.
Your customers are looking for a modern, well-maintained range
experience. That means you need the world’s most innovative
target retrieval systems to challenge customers to their ability
level. It requires shooting stalls that protect guests, provide

privacy and add to the ambiance with unique, personalized custom
features. It calls for adequate ventilation, lead and noise abatement
plus proper range control systems. Only InVeris Training Solutions
has the expertise to create this kind of total experience.

That’s because we encourage every facility we create to follow our Seven Principles of Smart Range Design:

1. Location

2. Quality
3. Legal compliance
4. Equipment acquisition
5. Environmental concerns

6. Proper ventilation

7. Range and shooter safety

CLICK EACH ITEM
TO LEARN MORE
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Establish environmental
soundness from the start.
Experts from InVeris Training Solutions ensure
you maintain all regulations and eco‑friendly
standards, from lead abatement and air quality
to acoustics and appropriate zoning.
For example, InVeris installs noise absorbent
indoor ranges with the highest air quality. To
do so, we engineer ballistic baffles and
guards to contain misdirected shots and
maintain ballistic integrity.

Baffles prevent noise transmission

We further apply baffles and guards that not only absorb noise
for the sound level inside, but also prevent noise transmission
outside the range.

THE INDUSTRY’S FIRST
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

BULLET TRAP THAT REDUCES LEAD DUST
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The XWT
Bring your customers the world’s first and best wireless,
360° turning target carrier.
In today’s fast-paced environment,
customers want their shooting
experience to offer exciting challenges
along with immediate feedback. The
XWT wireless target carrier hones
marksmanship skills through a 360°
turning target ratio that presents
XWT range control
friend or foe at a moment’s notice.
A programmable control varies lighting and maneuvers targets.
Whether focusing on basic qualifications or advanced shooting
exercises, customers can improve their marksmanship skills
with the XWT.

THE WORLD’S FIRST

WIRELESS

TARGET CARRIER
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The GranTrap™
rubber bullet trap
Protect your customers and your range by capturing and
containing the entire bullet.
The GranTrap™ rubber bullet trap’s
patented stair‑step design uses unique
GranTex™ granulate rubber material to stop
incoming rounds mostly intact. That action
minimizes airborne lead dust, averts back
splatter, avoids ricochets and reduces
impact noise. Plus, the GranTrap’s rugged
design stands up to busy ranges.
GranTrap bullet fragments

DESIGNED TO CAPTURE
UP TO 75,000 ROUNDS

PER SHOOTING POINT
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Depend on InVeris to support your range
with 24/7 global customer service.
Our experience encompasses 95 years with 15,500 ranges worldwide. No company has fielded more
ranges than InVeris Training Solutions. We know the best way to design, equip and install an effective
shooting range. We’ll work with your contractors to ensure a superior range, from the planning stage
to your grand opening. We’re with you every step of the way.

Indoor Range Design Guide

Planning Assistance

Click here to see how our design guide can give you a
head start.

Make sure you take the right first steps for a safe and successful
range. Contact us today at +1-800-813-9046, or by clicking here.

inveristraining.com

Follow us
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